Structure elucidation of the hepatitis B virus encapsidation signal by NMR on selectively labeled RNAs.
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) HBV is DNA virus with a unique replication strategy, which involves reverse transcription of its pregenomic RNA. Essential for this reverse transcription are the 5'- and 3'-ends of its pregenomic RNA (5'-RT-RNA and 3'-RT-RNA, respectively) which form conserved bulged stem-loop structures. The 5'-RT-RNA consists of a 67 nucleotide bulged stem-loop structure, epsilon, which constitutes the signal for encapsidation of the pregenomic RNA and subsequent reverse transcription. The reverse transcriptase (RT) initially binds to the completely conserved apical loop of epsilon and a 4-nucleotide primer is synthesized from the adjacent 6-nucleotide bulge. Structural studies of epsilon can provide important parameters required for the design of RNA targeted anti- viral drugs directed against Hepatitis B virus. NMR studies of large RNA systems (> ca. 50 nucleotides) require novel approaches, e.g., different labeling schemes and reduction of the system into separate structural building blocks. Recently, a new method of synthesizing (13)C/(15)N/(2)H labeled nucleotides has been developed based on converting specifically labeled glucose and bases into nucleotides by using enzymes from the pentose phosphate pathway and nucleotide and salvage pathways. These NTPs give a large freedom in designing different labeling patterns in in vitro synthesized RNAs under study for NMR. This opens up the way for NMR studies of RNAs that are considerably above the present size limit (up to 150 nucleotides). Here this new technique is applied for structural studies on 27, 36 and 61 nucleotides long RNA fragments, mimicking different regions of epsilon.